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dc-electric-field-induced and low-frequency electromodulation second-harmonic
generation spectroscopy of Si„001…-SiO2 interfaces
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The mechanism of dc-electric-field-induced second-harmonic~EFISH! generation at weakly nonlinear bur-
ied Si(001)-SiO2 interfaces is studied experimentally in planar Si(001)-SiO2-Cr MOS structures by optical
second-harmonic generation spectroscopy with a tunable Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser. The spectral depen-
dence of the EFISH contribution near the direct two-photonE1 transition of silicon is extracted. A systematic
phenomenological model of the EFISH phenomenon, including a detailed description of the space-charge
region~SCR! at the semiconductor-dielectric interface in accumulation, depletion, and inversion regimes, has
been developed. The influence of surface quantization effects, interface states, charge traps in the oxide layer,
doping concentration, and oxide thickness on nonlocal screening of the dc-electric field and on breaking of
inversion symmetry in the SCR is considered. The model describes EFISH generation in the SCR using a
Green’s-function formalism which takes into account all retardation and absorption effects of the fundamental
and second-harmonic~SH! waves, and multiple reflection interference in the SiO2 layer. The optical interfer-
ence between field-dependent and -independent contributions to the SH field is considered as aninternal
homodyneamplifier of the EFISH effects. Good agreement between the phenomenological model and our
EFISH spectroscopic results is demonstrated. Finally, low-frequency electromodulated EFISH is demonstrated
as a useful differential spectroscopic technique for studies of the Si-SiO2 interface in silicon-based metal-
oxide-semiconductor structures.@S0163-1829~99!01836-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical second harmonic generation~SHG! has been one
of the most intensively studied phenomena in surface
interface optics1–3 for the last decade. The interest in SH
stems from its unique sensitivity to the structural and el
tronic properties of surfaces and interfaces of centrosymm
ric media. This unusually high surface/interface sensitiv
comes about because, in the electric dipole approximat
SHG is forbidden in the bulk of materials with inversio
symmetry,4,5 but allowed at interfaces, where inversion sym
metry is broken by the discontinuity of crystalline structu
Related nonlinear sources of SHG are localized in a t
~several nanometers thick! surface or interface layer. In
semiconductors, inversion symmetry is also broken by the
electric field ~DCF! in the subsurface space-charge reg
~SCR!, which is created by initial band bending and/or e
ternal bias application. The lack of inversion symmetry
the SCR results in dc-electric-field-induced second-harmo
~EFISH! generation, which manifests itself through electr
modulation of the SHG intensity. Thus, all important pro
erties of surfaces, buried interfaces and subsurface laye
their charge,6–8 electronic surface state density,9–12 rough-
ness~morphology!,13,14 adsorption~adatom and admolecul
surface density!,15–18 initial band bending,19–21 etc.—can, in
principle, be determined by means of the SHG probe.

The technological importance of Si(001)-SiO2 interfaces
stems from their ubiquitous presence in metal-oxid
semiconductor~MOS! structures and MOS field-effect tran
sistors. EFISH generation provides a promising noninvas
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~12!/8924~15!/$15.00
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in situ technique for characterizing interfacial imperfectio
and charge defects at the Si(001)-SiO2 interface. Moreover,
the relative simplicity of the description of the SHG respon
from the Si~001! face, originating from the small number o
tensor components of the interface quadratic susceptib
and the rotationally isotropic interfacial SHG respons
makes the Si(001)-SiO2 interface among the most importan
for investigation of fundamental aspects of the EFISH p
nomenon.

The 1967 discovery of EFISH generation by Leeet al.22

at Si- and Ag-electrolyte interfaces in electrochemical ce
remained largely unnoticed for a number of years. The 19
discovery of surface-enhanced SHG by Shenet al. 23 rejuve-
nated interest in this effect. Surface-enhanced EFISH gen
tion at a silver-electrolyte interface was observed sho
afterward.24 Since 1984, EFISH has been systematica
studied at Si~111!-electrolyte interfaces,25–29 and to a lesser
extent at other semiconductor-electrolyte interfac
Cd3P2(111),30 CdIn2S4(111), 31 GaN~001!,32 and TiO2.33

These studies revealed that the strength of the dc ele
field which could be applied electrochemically was limite
by interface electrochemical reactions, such as oxidation
silicon surface at anodic potential. To circumvent this restr
tion, EFISH generation studies were extended to Si-S2
MOS structures with bias applied by a ring metal34 or a
semitransparent Cr~Refs. 20 and 35! gate electrode, and to
GaAs-based MOS structures.36 This technique of the dc-
electric-field application in nonlinear-optical experimen
was extended recently to the studies of the dc-electric-fie
induced fourth- and third-harmonic generation,37 and al-
8924 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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lowed the development of an interesting SHG int
ferometry: frequency-domain interferometric EFIS
spectroscopy.38

A simple phenomenological model of EFISH based on
‘‘interface field approximation’’—which assumes a line
dependence of the dc-field-induced nonlinear polarization
interface DCF strength, and yields a quadratic dependenc
EFISH intensity on bias voltage—was developed for
Si-SiO2-electrolyte interface in Refs. 26 and 27. Since cle
deviations from a quadratic bias dependence w
observed,34,35 this model was improved by taking into ac
count the nonlinear interference of dc-field-induced a
field-independent contributions to the nonlinear quadra
polarization as well as retardation and absorption effect35

Further improvement resulted from considering the spa
inhomogeneity of the DCF and the dc-electric-field-induc
contribution to the nonlinear polarization.35 These effects
were later analyzed with a Green-function formalism.39,40At
present, the most comprehensive description of the EF
phenomenon was presented in Ref. 40. However, this an
sis remains incomplete on three points. First, it is restric
to the depletion regime of the SCR, whereas experiment
applied biases have included accumulation and inversion
gimes. Moreover, as we demonstrate in this paper, the t
sition from depletion to inversion to accumulation drastica
changes the EFISH response. Second, surface quantiz
effects originating from strong-field localization in inversio
and accumulation regimes, as well as the role of interf
states, should be taken into account. Third, multiple refl
tion interference in the SiO2 layer, which significantly affects
the SHG intensity from Si-SiO2 structures,41–43 was ne-
glected.

In this paper we present a comprehensive phenomeno
cal model of EFISH generation supported by experimen
spectroscopic studies ofp- and n-type Si(001)-SiO2-Cr
MOS structures. The key features of our model are~1! a
detailed electrophysical model of the SCR in the accumu
tion and inversion regimes, which takes into account int
face states and oxide charge traps and their effect on
spatial DCF distribution in the SCR;~2! a rigorous nonlinear
optical model of EFISH in the SCR, based on a Green
function formalism, which takes into account all retardati
effects, absorption of the fundamental and SH radiati
multiple reflection interference of both the fundamental a
SH waves in the oxide and optical interference betwe
field- and field-independent contributions to the SH fie
The latter interference effect, considered here as an inte
homodyne amplifier of the EFISH contribution to the to
SHG response, was considered in Refs. 44 and 45 fo
external reference. The key feature of our experiment
comprehensive observation of the dependence of SHG
numerous parameters, including applied bias, azimu
sample rotation, wavelength near the direct two-photonE1
transition, doping concentration, and oxide thickness. Th
combined dependences allow us to deconvolve the EF
contribution fully from field-independent contributions. Th
nonquadratic bias dependence of the EFISH intensity
dicted in Refs. 33 and 40, and its variation with doping co
centration, oxide thickness, interfacial state density, a
wavelength, is observed and analyzed in detail.
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II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Quadratic optical response of the Si-SiO2 system

In the presence of a DCF the nonlinear polarizationP(r ,t)
of a centrosymmetric semi-infinite semiconductor at t
second-harmonic~SH! frequency 2v is given by46,47

PNL~r ,2v!5PS~r ,2v!1PBQ~r ,2v!1PBD~r ,2v!, ~1!

wherev is the frequency of the fundamental radiation,r is
the radius vector of a nonlinear source location inside
semiconductor,PS(r ,2v) is the surface nonlinear polariza
tion, PBQ(r ,2v) is the bulk quadruple contribution, an
PBD(r ,2v) is the bulk dipole DCF-induced polarization. Th
last contribution is governed by the fourth-rank cubic su
ceptibility tensorx (3), and can be written phenomenolog
cally as

PBD~r ,2v!5x (3),BD~2v;v,v,0!:E~r ,v!E~r ,v!E0~r !,
~2!

where E(r ,v) is the amplitude of the fundamental optic
field inside the semiconductor, which isr dependent due to
optical absorption, andE0(r ) is the amplitude of the dc elec
tric field in the semiconductor SCR which isr dependent due
to screening of the dc electric field by free carriers. In Eq.~2!
we consider the local relationship betweenPBD(r ,2v) and
E(r ,v) andE0(r ). This approximation is valid for the bulk
of the semiconductor, where nonlocality related to the spa
dispersion for the fundamental field is small and the scre
ing length of the dc electric field is much larger than a latt
parameter. For strong accumulation and strong inversion
gimes, as the screening length is of the order of a lat
parameter, we consider nonlocal screening of the DCF wh
takes into account quantum size effects in a subsurface q
tum well ~Sec. II D!.

The bulk quadrupole contribution in the plane-wave a
proximation is given by

PBQ~r ,2v!5x (2),BQ~2v;v,v!:E~r ,v!ikvE~r ,v!, ~3!

where x (2),BQ is a fourth-rank tensor which represents t
quadrupole contribution to the quadratic nonlinear susce
bility from spatial dispersion, andkv is the wave vector of
the fundamental radiation in the semiconductor.x (2),BQ has
the same symmetry properties asx (3),BD.

For the surface contribution toPNL the multipole expan-
sion is hardly expected to be valid, and we suppose that48

PS~r ,2v!5xe f f
(2),S~2v;v,v!:E~v,z501!E~v,z501!

5d~01!E
0

zsur f
x (2)~z8!E~z8,v!E~z8,v!dz8,

~4!

where xe f f
(2),S , a third-rank tensor, is an effective quadra

susceptibility of the surface layer resulting from the integ
tion of the right-hand side of Eq.~4!, which includes an
inhomogeneous susceptibilityx (2),S(z8) of a subsurface
layer with thicknesszsur f , andz501 denotes a position nea
the interface just inside the semiconductor. The integra
Eq. ~4! consists of a local part from the breaking of th
inversion symmetry at the surface, and a nonlocal part fr
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the discontinuity of the normal electric-field component
the surface. The thicknesszsur f of the subsurface layer, from
which PS(r ,2v) originates, is determined by the regio
where either electron motion remains sensitive to the bre
down of inversion symmetry or where the normal electr
field component changes from its vacuum~oxide! magnitude
to that in the silicon bulk. An estimation ofzsur f is approxi-
mately 2–3 atomic layers, based on the experiments
Heinz et al.15 on SHG from reconstructed Si surfaces. Th
showed that the surface contribution to the SHG respo
arises almost entirely from the reconstructed surface la
with a thickness that, as proven by scanning tunneling
croscopy, does not exceed 2–3 topmost atomic layers.
structure ofx (2),S andx (2)(z) depends on the particular crys
talline face under consideration. Hereafter we use thexyz
coordinate frame, with thexy plane coinciding with the in-
terface and the positivez axis directed toward the semicon
ductor bulk.

The SH electromagnetic field E(R,t)
5E(R,2v)expi(2vt2k2vR), whereE(R,2v) is the ampli-
tude of the SH field at the point of observationR, can be
found by solving the inhomogeneous wave equation
propagation of the SH wave withPNL as a source term.48,49

The solution can be written formally in terms of the tensor
Green functionGJ (R,r 8,2v), which is defined to be the so
lution of the wave equation with a point source atr 8. Ex-

pressions for the components ofGJ , are calculated in Refs. 4
and 44. The SH fieldE(2v) in the point of detectionR is
given by

E~R,2v!5E GJ ~R,r 8,2v!PNL~r 8,2v!dr 8, ~5!

where integration is taken over the bulk of the semicond
tor. Since translational symmetry in the interface plane
assumed, the DCF-induced part of the SH field is given

EBD~R,2v!5F2vFv
2 xe f f

BDI vp exp~ ik2vR!

3E
0

1`

E0~z8!exp@ i ~k2v,z12kv,z!z8#dz8,

~6!

wherek2v is the SH wave vector, the scalar factorxe f f
BD is a

linear combination of components ofx (3),BD which depends
on the experimental geometry,21 I v is the intensity of the
fundamental radiation, andkv,z and k2v,z are the normal
wave-vector components of the fundamental and SHG ra
tion, respectively, in the semiconductor. The unit vectop
defines the polarization of the EFISH field, andFv andF2v

are the transmission factors which include Fresnel coe
cients and a correction for multiple reflections in the silic
oxide at bothv and 2v. Equation~6! properly takes into
account retardation, the penetration depth of the fundame
wave, the escape length of the SH wave, and multiple refl
tion interference effects in oxide layer.

B. dc-electric-field spatial distribution

To perform the integration in Eq.~6! one must know the
spatial distributionE0(z) across the SCR. In this section w
t
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consider the screening of this DCF within the framework
Fermi carrier statistics.50–52 The spatial distribution of the
electrostatic potentialw(z) in the planar semiconductor
dielectric system can be found as a solution of the o
dimensional Poisson equation

]

]z S e
]

]z
w D524pn, ~7!

wheree5esc(ed) is the static dielectric constant of the sem
conductor~dielectric! andn5n(z) is the space-charge den
sity. The boundary conditions for Eq.~7! are

w~1`!5m,
~8!

w~2D !5m1U,

wherem is the chemical potential of the semiconductor a
D is the thickness of the oxide film. The first of Eq.~8! is a
statement of charge neutrality in the bulk of the semicond
tor. The second equation takes into account the applica
of external bias voltageU to the metal electrode with respe
to the semiconductor. We divide the charge density i
field-independent and -dependent terms

n5nf i1nf d , ~9!

wherenf i includes the density of the ionized donorsND and
acceptorsNA , and a fixed chargenox trapped in the oxide
layer near the semiconductor-dielectric interface:

nf i5ND1NA1d~02!nox , z>0, ~10!

wherez502 is a position near the interface just inside t
dielectric.

The spatial distributionnf d(z) is, in principle, a nonlinear
functional of the potentialw at all points inside the semicon
ductor. However, if the potential dependence on the coo
nate is slow enough, which is true for all except very hi
biases, the screening can be treated locally. In this way
find expressions fornf d(z) and E0(z) within the model of
local screening of the DCF in a Fermi electron-hole gas
which nf d(z) depends on the potentialw at point z, i.e.,
nf d(w)5nf d@w(z)#. The case of nonlocal screening is co
sidered in Sec. II C. The field-dependent part of the cha
density consists of the density of holes,nh , the density of
electrons,ne , and interface trapsnit , which depend on the
interface potential:

nf d~z!5nh@w~z!#1ne@w~z!#

1d~01!nit@w~z501!#, z>0. ~11!

Since we assume that the SHG response comes from
semiconductor or semiconductor-dielectric interface, we tr
charges in the oxide layer as an effective fixed trapp
chargenox . Since atz.0 the variablez does not enter into
Eqs.~10! and~11! explicitly, and the charge densitynf d de-
pends on the coordinate viaw(z), the Poisson equation~7!
has the first integral

E0
2~w!5

8p

e E
w

m

n~w8!dw8. ~12!
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Using the charge neutrality condition in the bulk of th
semiconductor for completely ionized donors and accep
yields

ND1NA5n01p0 , ~13!

wheren0 and p0 are the densities of electrons and holes
conduction and valence bands, respectively, in the abs
of the external field. Then

ND1NA5eNCFS m2«C

kT D2eNVFS «V2m

kT D , ~14!

where NV and NC are the effective densities of states
valence and conduction bands, respectively,«V and «C are
the energies of the upper level of the valence band and
lower level of the conduction band, respectively,k is the
Boltzmann constant, andT is the temperature. Effective
densities of states NV52(2pmhkTh22)3/2 and NC
52MC(2pmekTh22)3/2, where MC is the number of
equivalent minima in the conduction band, depend on
effective mass of electronsme or holes me , and
temperature.53 For silicon MC56, and following Sze,52 we
takeNV51.0431019 cm23 andNC52.831019 cm23. F(t)
is the Fermi-Dirac integral

F~t!5
2

Ap
E

0

`
Ax@11exp~x2t!#21 dx. ~15!

Equations~10! and ~11! have the form

nf d@w~z!#5eNVFS «V2w

kT D2eNCFS w2«C

kT D1d~01!nit ,

~16!

nf i5eNCFS m2«C

kT D2eNVFS «V2m

kT D1d~02!nox .

~17!

Interface traps are charged midgap states at
semiconductor-dielectric interface resulting from interru
tion of the semiconductor lattice structure or interface imp
fections. As the interface electrostatic potential changes,
trap levels move up or down while the Fermi level rema
fixed. The interface trap densitynit is defined in terms of the
energy distributionLa,d(«) of trap levels across the semico
ductor band gap and the density of traps per eVNa,d :

nit~w!5eE
«V

«C
@NdLd~w2«!Fd~w2«!

2NaLa~w2«!Fa~w2«!#d«, ~18!

where superscriptsa and d denote acceptor or donor trap
and

Fa~t!5F11
1

ga
expS 2

t

kTD G21

, ~19!

Fd~t!5F11gd expS t

kTD G21

. ~20!
rs
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e

e
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Coefficientsga andgd reflect the ground-state degenera
of the acceptor and donor levels. For silicon, due to
double degeneracy of valence bands in the center of B
louin zone,52 we takega54 andgd52. The specific form of
La,d(«) depends on the preparation of the semiconduc
dielectric system. In the calculations we model this distrib
tion as a set of Lorentz functions.

Spatial DCF and potential distributions can be found fro
the first integralE0(w) @Eq. ~12!# of the Poisson equation
by integratingz5*w

w int1m
@E0(w8)#21 dw8, with w int5w(z

501)2m. Figure 1 shows the distributionsw(z) andE0(z)
across the SCR ofp-doped silicon. In the depletion regime
where the Schottky approximation is valid,w(z) is close to a
parabolic function. For larger applied biases correspond
to inversion, the SCR divides into a thin subsurface region
rapidly changing potential, and a long tail of gradually d
creasing potential. The transition depthz0 between these two
regions is several nanometers. In the accumulation reg
w(z) drops mostly withinz0. Due to the large gradient ofw
in this subsurface region, the relationship betweenw andE0
becomes nonlocal, and the first integral of the Poisson eq
tion ~12! is no longer valid. To find the DCF spatial distr
bution in this region, the self-consistent screening of the
ternal dc electric field in subsurface quantum well should
considered.

C. Role of surface quantization effects
in the subsurface region

The quantum effects in the screening of a DCF can
taken into account via self-consistent calculations,54 using
the Hartree-Fock~HF! approach to describe the electron e
change interaction. In the following we consider the scre
ing of a ‘‘positive’’ ~in the above notation! external potential
in the subsurface region by electrons, with a negligible c
tribution from holes. The opposite case of a ‘‘negative’’ p
tential is treated similarly.

The HF equation for the single-electron wave functi
c i(r ) is given by

p̂2

2m
c i~r !1e2(

j Þ i
^c j~r 8!u~eur2r 8u!21uc j~r 8!&c i~r !

2e2 (
j Þ i ,uuspins

^c j~r 8!u~eur2r 8u!21uc i~r 8!&c j~r !

1V0~r !c i~r !5Eic i~r !, ~21!

whereV0(z)52E0extz1*nf i(r 8)(eur2r 8u)21 d3r 8, and the
sum in the exchange~third! term is over states with paralle
spins with brackets denoting an average over the station
state;E0ext is the strength of the~external! dc electric field
inside the surface quantum well, and is a constant across
well.

Because of translation symmetry in thex,y plane, we put
c i(r )5w̃ i(z)eipi r uu. We consider the case in which only on
energy stateE for the subsurface electronic motion is respo
sible for most of the screening. The rest part of the screen
occurs in the relatively thick layer, and can therefore
treated classically. This is confirmed by the numerical
sults. We also assume thatw̃ i(z)[w̃(z) is independent ofpi .
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FIG. 1. Top panels:~a! The diagram of band
bending near the surface ofp-doped silicon for
the depletion regime. The Fermi levelm, the en-
ergies of the upper level of the valence band«V ,
and the energies of the lower level of the condu
tion band«C in the silicon bulk are shown.~b!
Schematic of the experimental geometry. Midd
panels: sketches of the spatial distribution of t
SCR potentialwSCR(z)5w(z)2m @panel~c!# and
DCF strengthE0 @panel ~d!# across the MOS
structure. Interface trap chargesnit and oxide
chargesnox are shown. The interface DCFEint ,
interface potentialw int , and applied biasU are
depicted. The flatband voltageU f b due to inter-
face and oxide charges is shown. Bottom pane
~e! SCR potential and~f! DCF distributions
across the SCR ofp-doped silicon~doping con-
centration of 1.531015 cm23) for three values of
the interface potential:w int510.95 V ~inver-
sion! thin line, w int510.6 V ~depletion! dashed
line, and w int520.33 V ~accumulation! thick
line. The characteristic lengthz0 of DCF screen-
ing in inversion and accumulation is marked.
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Then Eq.~21! may be written in the form of a Schro¨dinger
equation with self-consistent potentialUsel f(z),

Ew̃~z!52
\2

2m

]2

]z2
w̃~z!2Usel f~z!w̃~z!, ~22!

where

Usel f~z!52E0extz1E n~r 8!C~r ,r 8!1nf i~r 8!

eur2r 8u
d3r 8,

~23!

n~r !5^n̂~r !&5e(
K

cK~r !cK* ~r ! f ~EK!, ~24!

where n̂(r ) is the density operator, f (Ek)51/(1
1e(Ek2m)/kT) is the Fermi occupation factor, and

C~r2r 8!512
e2

n~r !n~r 8!

3 (
j Þ i ,uuspins

f ~Ej ! f ~Ei !e
i (pi2pj )(r2r8). ~25!

C(r2r 8) can be interpreted physically as a correlation fun
tion for the in-plane motion of electrons. Boundary con
tions for the wave function are given by
-
-

w̃~0!50, w̃~z0!50. ~26!

Here we introduce the formal thicknessz0 of the subsurface
region. At z.z0 the screening is to be treated classical
whereas the quantum description is necessary atz,z0. The
result of calculations appears to be almost independen
the particular value ofz0 for the range ofz0: 2–4 nm.

From the equations above one can show that the pote
Usel f(z) obeys the following equation for the two
dimensional system under consideration:

dUsel f

dz
52E0ext1

2p

e E dz8@n~z8!F~z2z8!

1nf i~z8!sgn~z2z8!#, ~27!

where

F~z!5E sgn~z!C~ruzu!

~11r2!3/2
r dr. ~28!

The electrostatic potentialw(z) obeys the equation

dw

dz
52E0ext1

2p

« E dz8@n~z8!1nf i~z8!#sgn~z2z8!,

~29!

which can be derived from the Poisson equation. The rig
hand side of this equation is the actual dc electric field in
subsurface quantum well.
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Equations~27! and ~29! differ one from one another by
the factor F(z) in Eq. ~27!. It can be shown that sinc
C(r )→1 at r→`, F(z)→1 at z→`. Therefore, the self-
consistent potentialUsel f(z) is closely related tow(z).
Moreover, remote charge layers contribute equally
Usel f(z) and w(z). Nevertheless, the electrostatic and se
consistent potentials are distinguished by the role of quan
effects in the electron plasma. The electrostatic potential
scribes interactions of a charged probe particle with ot
charges only via the electromagnetic field. The se
consistent potentialUsel f(z) also includes the electron’s ten
dency to ‘‘wedge’’ itself into other electrons and repul
them via the exchange interaction, and therefore differs f
damentally fromw(z). This is reflected by the appearance
the correlation functionF(z). On the other hand, the EFISH
bias dependence is expressed in terms of the classical p
tial w(z), because the major contribution to the semicond
tor optical response comes frombound electrons, whereas
screening in the semiconductor is caused byfree carriers.
There are no correlation effects between these two diffe
types of particles.

For every value ofE0ext using Eqs.~22!, ~24!, and ~25!
the density of the screening charge in the quantum we
calculated, and then, using Eq.~29!, the spatial distribution
of the electrostatic potentialw(z) for 0<z<z0 is found. For
z>z0 , w(z) is evaluated within a classical approach w
w(z0) as a parameter. The boundary condition atz0 delivers
the coincidence ofw(z0) calculated within the HF approac
with a classical potential. The inset in Fig. 2 shows the s
tial distribution of an electrostatic potentialw(z) within the
classical and HF approaches for ap-type silicon wafer with

FIG. 2. The bias dependences of the real~left panel! and imagi-
nary ~right panel! parts of the EFISH fieldEBD for three doping
levels of an n-Si wafer covered by a 19-nm-thick oxide:ND

51015 cm23 ~thin curve!, ND51017 cm23 ~thick curve!, and ND

5531018 cm23 ~dashed curve!. The flatband voltage is assumed
be zero. The top insets show these bias dependences in the vi
of the zero-point bias. Bottom inset: schematic of potential dis
bution in the subsurface region calculated forw int520.33 V
within classical ~thin line! and Hartree-Fock~thick line! DCF

screenings. The wave functionw̃(z) of the first energy stateE is
depicted.
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z053 nm. The wave functionw̃(z) of the first energy stateE
is also sketched. With quantum correctionsw(z) varies more
sharply, and the subsurface well becomes deeper.

Summarizing this section, we have obtained a set of eq
tions ~22!, ~24!, and ~25! for the self-consistent potentia
Usel f(z), the electron wave functionc i(r ), and charge the
densityn(z). These equations describe the screening in
subsurface regionz,z0. This approach takes into accou
quantum effects in the electronic liquid via the factorF(z),
which is related to the in-plane correlation functionC(r uu
2r uu8). These effects become important for a large bias v
age. In this case the dc field drops quickly within a very th
layer near the surface, and the semiclassical picture o
electron gas with the local density depending on the lo
potential is invalid. Quantum calculations describe nonlo
screening in this situation.

D. Model calculations

In this section the model bias dependence of the EFI
intensity is found by numerical integration of the first int
gral of the Poisson equation and the wave equation. First,
dependence of the EFISH intensity on the doping of
semiconductor is modeled. Then the influence of the par
eters of the semiconductor-insulator interface on the am
tude of the EFISH wave is considered. A planar struct
consisting of a silicon wafer covered by an oxide film
considered as a test object.

To find the EFISH fieldEBD for every value of the inter-
face potential,w int , the spatial distribution of the DCFE0(z)
across the silicon SCR is calculated numerically by solv
the first integral of the Poisson equation~7! with the charge
densities given by Eqs.~16! and ~17!. Then, substituting
E0(z) into Eq. ~6!, the integral

I ~U ![I 11 i I 25E
0

1`

E0~z!exp@ i ~k2v,z12kv,z!z#dz,

~30!

is numerically evaluated. The corresponding value of app
biasU is related to the interface fieldEint5E0(z501) and
the interface potentialw int by

U5esced
21Eint~w int!D1w int . ~31!

The EFISH fieldEBD is a product of the integralI (U) and
the complex factorF2vFv

2 xe f f
BD5F exp(ifF), which is a bias-

independent constant for a given fundamental wavelen
This allows us to consider bias dependencesI 1(U) and
I 2(U) as bias dependences of ReEBD and ImEBD in units of
F shifted in the complex frame by an angle offF . This
notation is used in the numerical experiment shown in Fi
2, 4, and 5. Figure 2 shows ReEBD and ImEBD as functions
of the bias applied to a MOS structure consisting of
n-type silicon wafer with dopant concentrationsND
51015 cm23 ~thick line!, ND51017 cm23 ~thin line! and
ND
5531018 cm23 ~dashed line! covered by a silicon oxide
film 19 nm thick. The fundamental radiation wavelength
set at 730 nm. The optical constants of silicon have b
taken from Ref. 55.
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Two important trends in these curves are notewort
First, ImEBD depends strongly on the bias only in the regi
of negative biases between 0 V and a saturation bias w
denote asU0. Outside of this interval ImEBD saturates. This
strongly contradicts the previous phenomenological assu
tion that the amplitude of the EFISH field depends linea
~and the EFISH intensity quadratically! on the applied bias
The saturation of the imaginary part of the EFISH field a
plitude for U,U0 and U.0 is attributed to the inversion
and accumulation regimes of external bias screening in
SCR ~see the inset in Fig. 1! since the DCF is mostly local
ized inside a thin subsurface layer of nm-scale thickne
Since the imaginary part of the Green’s function is equa
zero exactly at the interface, ImEBD becomes practically in-
sensitive to the DCF inside the inversion and accumula
layers. ThusU5U0 and U50 define end points of a bia
region which corresponds to the depletion regime; the in
face potentialw0 for external biasU0 is equal to 2(« i2m),
where« i is the midgap energy.56

Second, the decrease of the dopant concentration lea
a decrease of the absolute value ofU0 and EBD. Figure 3
shows the dependence ofuU0u on the dopant concentration o
the n-type silicon wafer for various oxide thicknesses. F
dopant concentrations larger than 1016 cm23, the absolute
value ofU0 scales approximately as the square root ofND ,
while for smaller doping levelsuU0u scales as lnND , as is
clearly shown in the inset of Fig. 3. Within the Schottk
approximation for the SCR,52 the interface potentialw int0
and interface fieldEint0, corresponding to applied biasU0,
are given by

Eint052Ajw int0,

FIG. 3. The absolute value of the depletion biasU0 vs the dop-
ing concentrationND of the n-Si wafer for Si-SiO2-metal MOS
structures with different SiO2 thicknesses: 1 nm~filled squares!, 8.7
nm ~open squares!, 19 nm~filled circles!, and 50 nm~open circles!.
Solid curves are guides to the eye. Inset: dependence ofuU0u on ND

for MOS structure with 1-nm-thick oxide on a linear scale.
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w int052@« i2kT ln~NDNC
21!#, j52peNDesc

21 . ~32!

Applied biasU0 according to Eq.~31! consists of voltage
drops esced

21E0(w int0)D across the oxide film, andw int0

across the silicon SCR. Therefore, for high doping levels
applied bias mostly drops across the oxide layer a
U0(ND)}Eint0(ND)}AND ln(NDNC

21). For low doping lev-
els the interface potential dominates, andU0(ND)
}w int0(ND)} ln(NDNC

21). For thinner oxide layers, less o
the applied voltage drops across the oxide, and the trans
from a logarithmic to a square root doping dependence ofU0
occurs at a higher doping level.

Figure 4 shows the EFISH amplitudes for applied biasU0
as functions of donor concentration,ND . Over a wide range
of concentrations ReEBD and ImEBD are proportional to the
square root ofND . The latter can be explained by integratin
Eq. ~6! with a linear DCFE0(z)5Eint022jz across the
SCR, as in the Schottky model. This integration yields
following expressions for the EFISH field:

ReEBD}Eint0D212j
D1

22D2
2

D1
21D2

2
, ~33!

Im EBD}Eint0D124j
D1D2

D1
21D2

2
, ~34!

where D15Re (2kv1k2v) and D25Im(2kv1k2v). Since
the interface fieldEint052jW depends linearly on the width
of the SCR, the restrictionsWD1@1 andWD2@1 lead to the
following expression for the complex EFISH field:EBD

}Eint0(D21 iD1)}AND ln(NDNC
21). Thus ReEBD and

Im EBD scale approximately as the square root ofND . Fur-
thermore, ImEBD/ReEBD5D1D2

21, i.e., the ratio of ReEBD

FIG. 4. The real~open circles! and imaginary~filled circles!
parts ofEBD for the depletion biasU0 vs the doping concentration
ND of the silicon wafer with a 19-nm-thick oxide film. Solid curve
are guides to the eye. Inset: the doping dependence of the rat
Im(EBD)/Re (EBD).
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FIG. 5. The bias dependence
of the real~left panel! and imagi-
nary ~right panel! parts of the
EFISH fieldEBD for different pa-
rameters of acceptor interfac
states calculated forp-silicon
covered by an 8.7-nm-thick oxide
film. The dotted curves are
presented for comparison to th
same dependences without trap
The energy spectrum of the inter
face states is simulated by
Lorentzian function with density
Na5231013 traps cm22 eV21,
width da52kT, and different cen-
tral positions«0a5m ~thin curves!
and «0a2m526kT ~dashed
curves! as depicted on the inset
The filled area in the inset show
the energy interval with charged
acceptor traps.
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to ImEBD, is the ratio of the characteristic length scale
absorption,D2

21, to that of retardation,D1
21, for the SH

waves. Since the energy of the 365-nm SH photon use
our calculations is close to theE1 critical point of silicon,
D15(1/5.7) nm21 and D25(1/21.5) nm21 are sufficiently
large to satisfy the conditionsWD1@1 andWD2@1 for dop-
ant concentrations up to 1018 cm23 ~Fig. 4!. As shown in the
inset of Fig. 4, the ratio ImEBD/ReEBD is close to the value
of D1D2

2153.89.

E. Role of interface states in the EFISH phenomenon

A sheet of charged interface states changes the rela
ship between the potential drop across silicon and the app
bias due to the boundary condition for normal component
the electric displacement vectorD. To demonstrate the role
of interface traps in the EFISH phenomenon, we consider
distribution of trap levels across the silicon band gap as a
of Lorentz functions. The charge density of interface tra
nit , as a function of the interface electrostatic potential
given by Eq.~18!:

nit@w~z501!#5eE
«V

«C
d«(

M
sgn~nit

M !FM~w2«!

3(
j

NM , jLM , j~w2«!, ~35!

with

LM , j~«!5dM , j
2 @dM , j

2 1~«2«0M , j !
2#21. ~36!

Herej numerates Lorentz functions of the energy distribut
of the trap levels,M5a,d. NM , j ,dM , j , and«0M , j denote the
effective density of traps per eV and the width and cen
positions of thej th Lorentz peak, respectively. These Lo
f

in

n-
ed
f

e
et
s
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entz functions simulate the continuous energy distribution
traps. By settingdM , j→0, one can account for discrete lev
els.

Figure 5 shows the bias dependence of ReEBD and
Im EBD for the MOS structure used in our experiment whi
is comprised ofp-type Si with a donor concentration o
1.531015 cm23 and a 8.7-nm-thick thermal SiO2 layer. In-
terface traps are presumed to be acceptors withNa

5231013 traps cm22 eV21 and da52kT. For illustration
two different central positions are considered:«0a5m ~thin
lines! and«0a2m526kT ~dashed lines!. The distribution of
such traps across the silicon band gapLa is sketched at the
inset in Fig. 5. The dotted lines are presented for compari
to the same EFISH field components in the absence of tr
For negative biases in the accumulation regime, bands
bent in such a way that all the trap levels are above the Fe
energy, acceptor traps are empty, and the bias dependen
the SH field components is unaffected by the presence
these uncharged traps. As the magnitude of the negative
is decreased, the bands are bent less, and trap levels be
fall below the Fermi energy; first the traps with low-ener
levels, then those with higher energy. Consequently, the
dependences of ReEBD and ImEBD start to deviate from the
dependence forNa50, demonstrating the saturationlike fe
ture. This is attributed to the pinning of the Fermi level. A
the level of the neutral traps crosses the Fermi energy,
charge density of the interface traps changes, and applica
of a smaller bias leads to a decrease in the voltage d
across the oxide film while the interface potential and
DCF spatial distribution remain fixed until the trap level
completely filled. For the flatband condition some of the
terface traps appear to be charged. The bias dependenc
ReEBD and ImEBD for NaÞ0 pass through the EFISH in
tensity zero-point for a flatband voltageU f b , which depends
linearly on the interface chargenit . In the case of donor
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FIG. 6. p-in, p-out SHG signal from ann-Si(001) MOS structure at several biases forlv5725 nm (2\v53.43 eV) vs sample
azimuthal angle. Solid curves are fits to data by the zeroth, fourth, and eighth Fourier components.
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interface traps the same effects are obtained, but the
dependences of ReEBD and ImEBD for Na50 andNaÞ0
differ in the accumulation regime.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental

For the EFISH experiments the output of an unamplifi
Ti:sapphire laser ranging from 710 to 800 nm was used.
Ti-sapphire laser generates 120-fs pulses with an ave
power of 200–300 mW at a repetition rate of 76 MHz, whi
is well below the damage threshold of the semiconduc
Thep-polarized beam was focused onto the sample at a
angle of incidence. A reflectedp-polarized SHG signal was
selected by the use of appropriate filters, and directed in
photon-counting system. High-intensity, high-repetition-ra
short pulses provided a good signal-to-noise ratio in our
periments while avoiding significant sample heating. A sm
split off portion of the fundamental beam was focuss
through az-cut quartz crystal that provided a reference SH
signal.

The MOS structures were fabricated from two types
Si~001! wafers: a heavily dopedn-type (1018 cm23, Sb
doped! wafer covered by a 19-nm-thick SiO2 film, and a
lightly dopedp-type (1.531015 cm23, B doped! wafer with
a 8.7-nm-thick SiO2 film. A 3-nm semitransparent chromium
cap layer, and an Ohmic aluminum backside electrode, w
evaporated onto the samples. Single-wavelength ellips
etry was used to measure the SiO2 thicknesses. As an inde
pendent calibration of the flatband voltage, spatially resol
surface photovoltage measurements were performed on
same samples. The external bias voltage was applied
ias
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tween the chromium and aluminum electrodes. The SHG
sponse from the chromium layer was verified to be negligi
in comparison with the SHG signal from the burie
Si(001)-SiO2 interface.

The bias dependence of the rotational azimuthal ani
ropy of the EFISH intensity was measured over a wide ra
of the bias voltages at various fundamental waveleng
from 710 to 800 nm. Figure 6 shows the azimuthal dep
dence of the EFISH intensity measured for ann-Si(001)
MOS structure. The pronounced fourfold-symmetric anis
ropy of the EFISH intensity riding on a significant isotrop
~independent of the azimuthal angle! background was ob-
served at most biases. Variations in the applied volta
change the amplitude of both the fourfold-symmetric a
isotropic contributions, both of which increase with increa
ing the absolute value of the bias. At the center of the app
bias region near22.75 V ~upper panel!, the azimuthal de-
pendence possesses a significant eightfold-symmetric c
ponent, which appears to be comparable with isotropic
fourfold components for the same bias. As the applied v
age passes through this value the azimuthal depende
shift by p/4. Similar features of the field-induced rotation
anisotropy were observed throughout the studied spec
range. Figure 7 shows the azimuthal dependence for ap-Si
MOS structure which demonstrates similar behavior, exc
that the eightfold-symmetric component is observed
21.2 V, and the isotropic component was much larger th
the fourfold component.

B. EFISH at Si„001…-SiO2 interface:
role of the spatial DCF distribution

The azimuthal angular dependence of the SHG inten
from the Si(001)-SiO2 interface in the presence of the DC
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FIG. 7. p-in, p-out SHG signal from ap-Si(001) MOS structure at several biases forlv5730 nm (2\v53.41 eV) as a function of
sample azimuthal angle. Solid curves are fits to data by the zeroth, fourth, and eighth Fourier components.
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can be described phenomenologically as optical interfere
of dc-field-dependent, isotropic, and dc-field-independe
fourfold-symmetric, components of the SH field:20

I 2v~c,V!5ua~V!1b cos@4~c2c0!#u2

5c0~V!1c4~V!cos@4~c2c0!#

1c8 cos@8~c2c0!#, ~37!

wherec0 is the azimuthal angle of a maximum of rotation
anisotropy, anda and b are the amplitudes of the isotrop
and anisotropic components of the SH field, respectiv
The surface,PS, and the bulk DCF-induced,PBD, compo-
nents of the nonlinear polarizationPNL contribute to the iso-
tropic componenta while the fourfold-symmetric componen
b originates from the bulk quadruple polarizationPBQ.47 For
the sake of simplicity we take the amplitudeb of the
fourfold-symmetric anisotropic component as a real quant
and define the phase of the isotropic componenta5a8
1 ia9 with respect tob. As a result the dependence of th
EFISH intensity on the azimuthal angle,c, is given by a
Fourier expansion@Eq. ~37!# with zeroth, fourth, and eighth
Fourier components:

c05a821a921 1
2 b2, c452a8b, c85 1

2 b2. ~38!

The fourth Fourier componentc4, which is an interfero-
metric cross-term between surface and DCF-induced S
contributions, can be considered as a homodyne detectio
a DCF-induced SH field using internal~surface field inde-
pendent! reference signal.45 In this way, thec4 Fourier com-
ponent of the EFISHintensity is linear proportional to the
electric field EBD and, therefore, sensitive to the sign ofEBD.
ce
t,

.

,

G
of

Figure 8 shows the bias dependence of the isotropic Fou
component of the EFISH intensity~left panel! and of the
normalized fourfold Fourier componentc4(2A2c8)21 ~right
panel!, which is exactly thea8 component of the EFISH
field, extracted from azimuthal dependences forn-Si MOS
structure in Fig. 6. The error bars are the averaged am
tudes of Fourier componentsc1 and c3(2A2c8)21, respec-
tively. Although the eightfold-symmetric componentc8 is
significantly smaller than the fourfold term, it is quite distin

FIG. 8. Bias dependences of isotropicc0 and normalized four-
fold a85c4(2A2c8)21 SHG Fourier amplitudes forn-Si(001)
MOS structure forlv5725 nm (2\v53.43 eV). Solid curves are
fits to data using the model presented.
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guishable for all biases and at least an order of magnit
larger than neighboring noisec7 andc9 Fourier components
The eightfold-symmetric SHG componentc8 appears to be
field independent throughout the range of applied bias
consistently with model assumptions@Eqs. ~37! and ~38!#.
The componentc0(U) is almost a quadratic function of ap
plied biasU with a minimum at23.1 V. Thea8 component
also passes through a zero point at approximately23.1 V,
and depends on bias almost linearly with pronounced de
tions from linearity at the edges of the bias range. The b
dependencesc0(U) anda8(U) are simultaneously fitted by
the model curveI (U), which has been calculated by integra
ing Eq. ~30! for a dopant concentration of 531018 cm23,
and is shown in Fig. 2 by a dashed line. Adjustable fit p
rameters are the field-independent part ofa, the flatband
voltageU f b , and the phasefF . The solid curves in Fig. 8
show the results of an approximation withU f b50.7 V which
agree well with the experimental data. The obtained value
the flatband voltage significantly differs from either the min
mum of c0(U) or the bias for whicha850. This difference
is attributed to the optical interference of the DCF-depend
~bulk! and DCF-independent~surface! contributions toa. For
this highly doped MOS structure the entire 8-V range
applied biases corresponds to the depletion regime, and
face quantization effects are not important.

For ap-Si MOS structure the eightfold component is o
servable only for the bias region around21.2 V, wherec0 in
Eq. ~37! shifts byp/4. However, based on its bias indepe
dence, the mean value ofc8 was used for normalization ofc4
term. Figures 9 and 10 show the bias dependence ofc0 and
a8 for the p-Si MOS structure extracted from azimuthal d
pendences presented in Fig. 7. The quasiquadratic beh
of c0(U) with a minimum at21.25 V, and the approxi-
mately linear dependence ofa8(U) with deviations at the
limits, are similar to the trends of then-Si MOS structure.

FIG. 9. The isotropic SHG component from ap-Si(001) MOS
structure forlv5730 nm (2\v53.41 eV) as a function of applied
bias. Curves are fits to data using the model of the DCF scree
within the classical approach withNA51.531015 cm23 ~thin
curve!, within the quasiequilibration approximation withme5«C

20.22 eV andmh5«V10.19 eV ~thick curve!, and with surface
quantization corrections~dashed curve!. The inset shows a diagram
of the Fermi-level splitting due to two-photon absorption and g
eration ofe-h pairs.
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Thin lines in Figs. 9 and 10 show the fit to the experimen
data. The model bias dependencesI 1(U) and I 2(U), calcu-
lated for a dopant concentration of 1.531015 cm23, are de-
picted in the insets in Fig. 10 by thin lines. The approxim
tion shows a clear steplike feature near the center bias w
corresponds to the depletion regime of the SCR inp-type
silicon. However, such a peculiarity has not been obser
experimentally. This discrepancy between the model and
periment occurs for calculations including surface quanti
tion as well ~Sec. II C!, because at these small biases t
surface-quantization effects are negligible.

One possible explanation for the experimentally measu
bias dependences is the effect of photoexcited carriers
EFISH. The absorption of femtosecond laser pulses lead
the excitation of electron-hole (e-h) pairs in the SCR. The
DCF in the SCR separates these photoexcited carriers,
the density of the charge injected into the SCR for a pu
duration oft;120 fs and a fluence of fundamental radiati
of about 1025 J/cm22 can be up to 1017 cm23.6 A systematic
description of the influence of photoexcited carriers on
DCF screening requires a model that rigorously accounts
the kinetics of electron-hole recombination in the subsurf
layer. As thee-h thermalization timetE is much smaller
than carrier recombination timeste andth , carrier injection
can be described using a quasiequilibrium approximatio57

The total density of carriers, including photoexcitede-h

ng

-

FIG. 10. The normalized fourfold-symmetric SHG compone
a85c4(2A2c8)21 for a p-Si(001) MOS structure for lv

5730 nm (2\v53.41 eV) as a function of applied bias. Curve
are fits to data using the model of the DCF screening within
classical approach withNA51.531015 cm23 ~thin curve!, within
the quasiequilibration approximation withme5«C20.22 eV and
mh5«V10.19 eV~thick curve!, and with surface quantization cor
rections ~dashed curve!. Top inset: voltage dependences near t
zero point of the bias. The bottom insets show the model bias
pendences of the EFISH field complex amplitude for ap-Si MOS
structure with a 8.7-nm-thick oxide film andNA51.531015 cm23

calculated within the classical approach to the DCF screening~thin
lines!, and using the model of the Fermi-level splitting.
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pairs, is given by equilibrium expressions~16! replacing
Fermi levelm with quasi-Fermi levelsme and mh for elec-
trons and holes, respectively~see the inset of Fig. 9!. Split-
ting the initial Fermi levelm into me and mh can be effec-
tively taken into account as a presence of compensated d
and acceptor dopants with densitiesND* 5NA* such thatme

5«C2kT ln@NC(ND* )21# andmh5«V1kT ln@NV(NA1NA* )21#.
For an approximation of bias dependencesc0(U) anda8(U),
the concentration of compensated dopant was varied in
interval of 1014–1017 cm23. The best agreement of th
model with experimental data is achieved forU f b5
20.55 V andND* 5NA* 5531015 cm23, that corresponds to
«C2me50.22 eV andmh2«V50.19 eV. The correspondin
fitting curves are presented in Figs. 9 and 10 by thick lin
Thick lines at the insets in Fig. 10 show the model b
dependences ReEBD and ImEBD used for this fit. The thin
lines are presented for comparison to the same EFISH
components in the absence of compensated dopants. C
injection leads to drastic changes for the bias interval co
sponding to the depletion regime of DCF screening, while
the inversion regime bias dependences of EFISH field c
ponents are insensitive to this effect. In depletion the ex
nal dc field is screened by ionized dopants. In the case of
photogeneration of carriers in the SCR with a density co
parable to the dopant concentrationNA , the dc field is
mostly screened by minority carriers as in inversion regim
Therefore, due to photoinjection ofe-h pairs, the depletion
regime can disappear completely.

For biases larger than 4 V, which corresponds to
strong inversion regime, clear deviations of the model fr
experimental data are observed. This is attributed to
strong localization of the DCF inside a very thin subsurfa
layer where the bulk description of the DCF screening is
expected to be valid, and one should take surface quan
tion effects into account. The dashed curve shows the
proximation of the data by the model with quantum corre
tions ~Sec. II C! which demonstrates better agreement w
experimental data points in this bias region.

C. EFISH spectroscopy: Bulk origin
of the dc field-induced contribution

Tuning the fundamental wavelength in the vicinity of th
direct two-photonE1 transition allows measurement of th
spectrum of the EFISH intensity and deconvolution of t
bulk and surface contributions to the SHG signal.9,11,58,59

Figure 11 shows the bias dependencec4(U) for various
wavelengths of the fundamental radiation,lv . Tuning oflv

from 800 nm to the two-photon resonance near 3.4 eV (lv

5730 nm) produces a stronger bias dependence for
c4(U) andc0(U). Further decrease oflv results in a reduc-
tion of this bias dependence. The bulk quadrupole com
nent of the SH field,b[Eanis

BQ , contributes to both the iso
tropic, c0, and fourfold-symmetric,c4, Fourier components
To extract the spectral dependence of the EFISH field,EBD,
one must find the spectrum ofuEanis

BQ u. The latter is obtained
from the spectrum of the eighth Fourier component,c8, av-
eraged over the entire bias region. Integration of the prod
of the Green’s function and the bulk quadrupole polarizati
according to Eq.~5!, gives the spectral behavior ofuEanis

BQ u in
the form
or
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2 ~V!

k2v,z~V!12kv,z~V!
U

3uFv
2 ~V!F2v~V!uux (2),BQ~V!u. ~39!

We denoteux (2),BQ(V)u as the magnitude of a combina
tion of x (2),BQ tensor components responsible for t
fourfold-symmetric part ofPBQ. I v is the fundamental inten
sity. Figure 12 shows the spectrum of the magnitude of
effective quadrupole susceptibilityux (2),BQ(V)u. The filled
symbols in Fig. 12 show the spectral dependence of the
fective cubic susceptibilityx (3),BD extracted from the set o
bias dependencesc0(V,l). The spectra of bothux (2),BQ(V)u

FIG. 11. The bias dependences of the fourfold-symmetric an
tropic SHG componentc4(U) for five wavelengths of the funda
mental radiation, and their fits presented by solid lines.

FIG. 12. The spectral dependence of the cubic dipole and q
dratic quadrupole susceptibilities in the vicinity of the direct tw
photonE1 transition extracted from the spectra of the EFISH a
muthal dependences. Solid lines are fits to data by the Lore
function with a real background. Inset: the spectral dependenc
the efficiency of modulated EFISH forDU50.6 V and V
5100 Hz in ap-Si(001) MOS structure.
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and ux (3),BD(V)u peak at approximately 3.4 eV, and ha
been fitted by a single Lorentz function with a real const
background

xM~V!5a1
b

V2vM1 id
, ~40!

with M5BQ,BD. The solid curves in Fig. 12 show th
spectral fits ofux (2),BQ(V)u and ux (3),BD(V)u by Eq. ~40!
with the parameters presented in Table I. The values of re
nance positions obtained are shown to be close to 3.38
This is consistent with the energy of the bulkE1 critical
point as known from linear spectroscopy, and fully indica
a bulk origin of the EFISH response.

D. Low-frequency electromodulation SHG spectroscopy
of the Si„001…-SiO2 interface

Modulation techniques are widely used in optic
spectroscopy60 because of their sensitivity. Microwave fre
quency and pulse-voltage modulation of the SHG respo
in Si-based MOS structures were studied in Refs. 40 and
respectively. Low-frequency electromodulation SHG from
GaN surface in an electrochemical cell was studied in R
32. The upper panel of Fig. 13 shows the schematic of
low-frequency electromodulation of the SHG signal from t
Si-SiO2 interface in a MOS structure by the application
the superposition of a dc biasU and a low-frequency square
wave modulation voltageDU(V) with amplitudeDU and
frequencyV. The efficiency of the modulated SHG signal
a certain dc biasU is a relative increment of the EFISH
intensity DI 2v(U)5I 2v

1 2I 2v
2 with I 2v

1 5I 2v(U1DU) and
I 2v

2 5I 2v(U2DU) while applying the modulation voltag
DU(V). DI 2v is a measure of the derivative of the EFIS
intensity dI2v /dU, and appears to be a differential chara
teristic of the EFISH phenomenon which is complement
to the static EFISH dependenceI 2v(U).

The lower panel of Fig. 13 shows the experimental b
dependence of the EFISH incrementDI 2v measured at a
p-Si(001) MOS structure forDU50.6 V, V5100 Hz, and
lv5730 nm at an azimuthal anglec50 that minimizes the
anisotropic EFISH intensity. The EFISH incrementDI 2v as
a function of bias demonstrates, especially for positive
ases, clear deviations from linear behavior which can be
pected in the case of a parabolic dependence ofI 2v vs U.
Note that these deviations are much more pronounced
nonquadratic features of the bias dependence ofc0(U) ~Fig.
9!, which indicates the increased sensitivity of EFISH mod
lation. The static EFISH intensity bias dependenceI 2v(U)
and the corresponding half-sum of modulated EFISH int
sities I 2v

mod51/2(I 2v
1 1I 2v

2 ) are presented in the upper pan
of Fig. 13, and show pronounced differences. The most
nificant differences are seen for negative biasesU,20.5,

TABLE I. Spectral parameters of ux (2),BQ(V)u and
ux (3),BD(V)u.

a, rel.un. b, rel.un. d, eV vM , eV

BQ 20.005 0.006 0.054 3.382
BD 21.216 0.378 0.053 3.384
t
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whereI 2v(U) and I 2v
mod(U) cross, and for positive biasesU

.1.5, whereI 2v
mod(U) starts to saturate. For the central bi

region these dependences are nearly parallel. Note tha
minimum of I 2v(U) is reached at21.7 V, while I 2v

mod(U)
does not reach a minimum within the bias region used.

These differences in bias dependences of static and m
lated EFISH intensities can be explained by the influence
traps~interface states!, located at or near the Si-SiO2 inter-
face, with a charge dependent on the interface potential.
static EFISH all traps participate in DCF screening, while
electromodulated EFISH intensitiesI 2v

1 and I 2v
2 , interface

states with a characteristic trap charging timet i t.V21 re-
main neutral and do not change the DCF spatial distribut
in the SCR. I 2v(U) and I 2v

mod(U) and their derivatives
dI2v /dU and DI 2v(U), are fitted simultaneously in the
framework of the phenomenological model presented
Secs. II A and II D. For static bias application we assume t
energy levels of traps are spread over the whole band
and interface traps change only the flatband voltage value
the same time, the levels of slow interface traps are assu
to be localized in a specific region of the band gap. For pu
voltage application the neutrality of slow traps is simulat

FIG. 13. Static ~open circles! and electromodulated~filled
circles! bias dependences of the EFISH intensitiesI 2v andI 2v

mod ~top
panel! and of the EFISH intensity incrementDI 2v ~bottom panel!.
The solid and dashed lines show the results of the best fit of
experimental data for electromodulation and static bias applicati
respectively. The top panel shows the schematic of the lo
frequency electromodulation of the SHG signal by the applicat
of the superposition of dc bias,U, and low-frequency square-wav
modulation voltage,DU(V), with amplitudeDU and frequencyV.
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as a presence of extra traps of the opposite type, wi
Lorentzian distribution across the band gap. The charge
sity of interface traps,nit , as a function of interface potentia
is given by Eq.~35!, with Na(d) , da(d) , and«0a(d) as adjust-
able parameters. The results of the best fit are presente
Fig. 13 by solid and dashed lines for pulsed and static
applications, respectively. The fit has been done for a c
pensated dopant concentration ofND* 5NA* 5531015 cm23

and a silicon oxide thickness of 8.7 nm. ForI 2v(U) the
flatband voltage appears to be20.55 V. The best fit for
I 2v

mod(U) is achieved for anabsenceof donor interface traps
with density Nd5231013 traps cm22 eV21, dd52kT, and
«0d5me .

The inset in Fig. 12 shows the spectral dependence o
modulation efficiencya5DI 2v /I 2v

mod in the tuning region of
the Ti:sapphire laser. A peak in the spectruma(lv) is ob-
served at the two-photon energy 2\v53.41 eV, with a half-
width \Dv50.023 eV. The spectral position of this peak
close to the bulkE1 resonance. This confirms once again
bulk origin of the DCF-induced term of the nonlinear pola
ization in Eqs.~1! and ~2!. The spectral half-width of the
resonance in the differential responsea(lv) is smaller then
the half-width of the resonances of the electrostatic~DCF-
induced! EFISH terms in Fig. 12.

Finally, the observed features of electromodulated EF
response can qualitatively be explained by the influenc
interface traps with different charging times. Further co
parison of EFISH andC-V data are being performed in ord
to develop the EFISH electromodulation technique as a r
time and comprehensive probe of interface traps.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the dc-electric-field-induced SHG and
low-frequency electromodulation SHG spectroscopy
Si(001)-SiO2 interfaces inp- and n-type Si(001)-SiO2-Cr
MOS structures have been studied. The dependence o
dc-electric-field-induced SHG intensity on the applied bia
shown to be sensitive to the doping concentration of silic
the oxide thickness, and the fundamental and SHG wa
lengths. From spectroscopy of the anisotropic EFISH dep
dences the field-induced contribution has been extracted
the spectrum of the cubic susceptibilityx (3) appears to be
peaked at the energy of the bulkE1 critical point. The pres-
ence of a significant EFISH contribution at an unbias
:

he
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Si(001)-SiO2 interface due to the initial band bending ha
been observed. This initial band bending contribution shou
be taken into account in the further interpretation of the spe
troscopic SHG measurements at Si(001)-SiO2 interfaces.9,58

A general phenomenological model of the EFISH phe
nomenon has been developed. This includes a compreh
sive analysis of the generation and the propagation of t
EFISH wave in the silicon space-charge region, taking in
consideration the retardation and absorption effects, optic
interference of multiple reflections in the oxide layer, an
interference of the dc-field-dependent and dc-field
independent contributions to the SH waves. The latter inte
ference effect is considered as aninternal homodyneampli-
fier of the EFISH contribution to the total SHG response
The spatial distribution of the dc-field-induced bulk dipole
nonlinear polarization has been modeled using a rigorous
calculated DCF distribution across the SCR, taking surfa
quantization effects into account. The influences of the si
con doping level, oxide thickness, interface states, and oxi
charge traps on the screening of the external DCF in the SC
have been studied. We have demonstrated the sensitivity
the EFISH probe to the charge characteristics of th
Si(001)-SiO2 interface, which makes this technique promis
ing as a noninvasive sensor for the mapping of interfa
charge distributions in MOS devices.
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